
HOW MUCH SHOULD YOU WATER THIS FALL? 
In fall, your soil loses about ½ the water it loses in the summer, so the easiest thing to do is to set the controller to 
only one day per week with three 10 minute bursts.

We recommend that you water in ten-minute bursts one day 
per week at 2 am, 4 am, and 6 am during the fall. 
 
If your controller has a seasonal adjust percentage, you can set it to 50% of your summer watering schedule

 
Important Note for Rotary Head Sprinklers and Drip Systems: 
If you have rotary head sprinklers (they slowly turn and send out long streams of water), we recommend running 
twice as long as you would regular sprinklers since it takes them longer to put out the same amount of water. Drip 
Zones (drip systems work by maintaining a level of moisture in the soil.) We recommend that they run daily or 
close to it (roughly 5 minutes per day in the fall.) Since various drip lines water slightly differently, it is important to 
pay attention to your beds to ensure they get the appropriate amount of water.

Irrigation Packages: Offering Three Levels of Protection 
We have offered worry-free lawn and landscape health programs for years, and we are pleased to announce the 
next step in total lawn care with our Irrigation Packages. Over the years, we have found that out of all the homes 
we service, the homes that water properly have the best looking and healthiest lawns and landscapes. They 
also have the fewest problems. Proper irrigation is vital but not always easy. From seasonal adjustments of your 
sprinkler controller to identifying issues with your system before they develop into major projects, our irrigation 
packages are the perfect complement to our popular Lawn Health Programs.
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